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an64 STB-31–STB-36 available in bound format
Patricia Branton, Stata Corporation, stata@stata.com
The sixth year of the Stata Technical Bulletin (issues 31–36) has been reprinted in a bound book called The Stata Technical
Bulletin Reprints, Volume 6. The volume of reprints is available from StataCorp for $25, plus shipping. Or, you may purchase
all six reprint volumes for $115, plus shipping. Authors of inserts in STB-31–STB-36 will automatically receive the book at no
charge and need not order.
This book of reprints includes everything that appeared in issues 31–36 of the STB. As a consequence, you do not need
to purchase the reprints if you saved your STBs. However, many subscribers ﬁnd the reprints useful since they are bound in a
convenient volume. Our primary reason for reprinting the STB, though, is to make it easier and cheaper for new users to obtain
back issues. For those not purchasing the Reprints, note that zz7 in this issue provides a cumulative index for the sixth year of
the original STBs.
an65 Memorium for Stewart West
Joseph Hilbe, Arizona State University, atjmh@asuvm.inre.asu.edu
Stewart West, a member of the ﬁrst editorial board of the Stata Technical Bulletin, died May 3, 1997 at Methodist Hospital







b commands and reviewed many other commands of biostatistical import.
Stewart was born June 27, 1947. He attended Rice University and received his Ph.D. from the University of Texas School
of Public Health. While living in Chicago from 1978–1985, he was Assistant Director of the Coordinating Center for the Study
of Sickle Cell Disease, a multi-center epidemiologic study. He returned to Houston as an Associate Professor of Biostatistics at
the Baylor College of Medicine in 1985. Much of his subsequent research involved cardiovascular disease. He also consulted
to a number of pharmaceutical and software development ﬁrms. His favorite hobbies included baseball and traveling.
I, together with all others in the Stata community, will miss Stewart’s wit and statistical insight. Stewart made many positive
contributions to life and work. He will be missed. We give our best regards and heartfelt condolences to Leslie, his wife of
many years, and to the remainder of his family. A Memorial Scholarship Fund has been established in the name of M. Stewart
West. Contributions may be sent to: Dr. L. Whitehead, U. T. Houston, P.O. Box 20186, Houston, TX 77225.
dm44 Sequences of integers
Nicholas J. Cox, University of Durham, UK, FAX (011) 44-91-374-2456, n.j.cox@durham.ac.uk
Syntax

































































) speciﬁes that integers stop at #. The default is















q creates a new variable containing one or more sequences of integers. It is principally useful for quick creation of
observation identiﬁers or automatic numbering of levels of factors or categorical variables.
s
e
q revisits territory covered by Jacobs (1992) and Lachenbruch (1992). They provided short programs for generating















































) in S and S-Plus, but includes
the features offered by
%
g
l in GLIM.Stata Technical Bulletin 3
s
e










e allows direct creation of decreasing sequences, which
is not obvious from the manual. However, it cannot produce sequences of integers that restart or are blocked.




n, values of newvar are calculated only for those observations speciﬁed. If the user speciﬁes
b
y, values of newvar are calculated separately for each value of byvar.
































(the actual value of
N may also be used).
In more complicated cases,
s
e





























































shows that they may decrease.






















































































































Each of these sequences could have been generated in one line with
g
e




























































































q may save users from puzzling out such solutions, or indeed from typing in the needed values.4 Stata Technical Bulletin [STB-37]
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dm45 Changing string variables to numeric
Nicholas J. Cox, University of Durham, UK, FAX (011) 44-91-374-2456, n.j.cox@durham.ac.uk












































g changes string to numeric variables if such a change is possible:







































" is not a number. This is called changing
by conversion or retyping.



























" looks like a number. This is called changing by encoding. A































































g from changing certain kinds of strings. You might specify one or the other option




















































" to contain 1 and 2.

































e is adequate when results contain
digits to the right of the decimal point.
Remarks























string data types. Conversions between different numeric types and between different string data types are essentially a matter of
using data types large enough to hold values accurately, yet small enough to economize on storage. Quite often these changes
























changing string variables to numeric, whenever that can be achieved without loss of information. Suppose you have a string












but a side-effect of this is that whatever cannot be interpreted as numeric will be converted to numeric missing values. This is































d, which are commonly attached to numbers by
some other programs, notably various spreadsheets.











is not allowed in Stata, even if strvar contains values that could all be interpreted as
i
n























m. It is assumed
that you want any changes to be safe, so that there is no loss of information in the change, and that no change is made otherwise.
However, we take it that whatever, when trimmed of any leading and trailing blanks, reduces either to an empty string
"
" or
to a single period
"
.









g works in two modes and in two moods, depending on how it is invoked, so we need to explain the possibilities.




























































































5 are all string variables.
s





3 may also be interpreted as numeric if the empty string value of
s
2 and the period of
s
3 in observation 4 may be interpreted
as numeric missing values.
s
4 contains one non-number,
I in observation 1.
s
5 is in a sense opposite to
n: none of its values
is a number. However, we can set up a mapping between the integers in
n and the strings in
s
5, and in that sense they convey
precisely the same information.














3 would all be converted to numeric





In conversion mode, the original string variable is replaced by a numeric variable, and compressed to the most compact


























g is encoding. In this mode,
s
5 would be replaced by a numeric variable with its original





























g changes existing variables.










g is allowed both to convert and to encode. It is a two-armed robot allowed to use both arms, unless

















e. (If forbidden to use both, it can only



































g assumes that you want to change whatever variables in
your dataset can be taken as numeric into numeric. Often you will know that many, if not virtually all, of your variables are
















s (see [R] compress), and reports only on those

























g in talkative mood. It assumes that you are interested speciﬁcally in those
variables named, and would welcome a report of any difﬁculty, just in case you have some misapprehension about the data.
Difﬁculties are of various kinds:
1. You try to convert a variable in the varlist that is not a string variable.
2. You try to convert a string variable in the varlist which contains one or more characters that can not be regarded as numeric
(for example, there remains a lurking
I for
1 that escaped your scrutiny).
3. A string variable cannot be encoded properly, because it contains too many distinct string values, or it contains strings
longer than 8 characters.
4. A string variable cannot be encoded properly, because it contains one or more strings that have purely numeric meaning.
We do not want to encode a variable that in some observation has
"
2
", and have that mapped, say, to 5. There is likely to
be some problem with the data in this case that should be ﬁxed in some other way.6 Stata Technical Bulletin [STB-37]
Examples













































































































































































































































































The two messages in the last example arise because both conversion and encoding were unsuccessful.
In the case of
s
4,i f
I in observation 1 were an error for
























































Reasons for needing destring








g. Most seem to arise from what were (in retrospect) simple mistakes
by users or those providing the data. We will mention a couple of oddities which we have encountered.






r, you are going to code
males as
1 and females as
2, and then to label those codes with appropriate value labels. Now Stata’s editor attempts to be as





e in the ﬁrst cell of a column of the editor and it instantly thinks “Aha! This user wants this variable to be a string”,
and it promptly and silently makes that variable a string variable. This also arises if you type the letter
I at ﬁrst, even if you
overwrite it later and leave the editor with just
1sa n d
2s in that column: these are perfectly acceptable characters in a string
variable, and the editor has no reason to change its mind.





































2 variable. At some point, you will








ging the variable and working with a numeric variable, which you can label. If you really needed the codes for some
presentation purpose—say people in your ﬁeld recognize these codes and would feel deprived in some way without them—just
keep a copy somewhere.
References
Farmer, R. M. 1996. dm40: Converting string variables to numeric variables. Stata Technical Bulletin 29: 8–9. Reprinted in Stata Technical Bulletin
Reprints, vol. 5, pp. 48–49.
dm46 Enhancement to the sample command
Jeroen Weesie, Utrecht University, Netherlands, weesie@weesie.fsw.ruu.nl













e that adds the possibility to sample
clusters of observations (e.g., households, i.e., all individuals within the selected households) rather than individual observations
(e.g., individuals). Using the
i





f options, it becomes possible to draw samples





















































































2 draws a # percent pseudo-random sample of the data in memory, thus discarding 100
￿# percent of the observations.




n criteria are kept (sampled at 100%).







e for sampling with
replacement.























) speciﬁes that an observation should be interpreted as a collection of records with the same value of the














n should select all records associated with clusters. If
b









































































































Suppose you analyze a dataset of individuals in households. You want to subsample households rather than individuals.
















































































































































dm47 Verifying value label mappings
Jeroen Weesie, Utrecht University, Netherlands, weesie@weesie.fsw.ruu.nl
Value labels are attached to categorical data to improve readability of descriptive or statistical reports on data. In addition, I

































d, but embedded in much other


























































































































































































































m are value labeled, while variable
x
2 has one unlabeled value (2)
and
x
3 has 2 unlabeled values (2 and 4). Note that
x
4 takes 5 distinct nonmissing values, while 5 values are unlabeled; this
suggests that the wrong value label was attached to variable
x















































































































































































d stores the number of variables with incomplete mappings in the global macro
S

































I ﬁnd it useful to include variables without value labels in the table. Variables that take a small number of distinct values “should”


















































































































































































I would like to add in the table the value label values that are not actually used by any particular variable or any of the






e a categorical variable to fewer













e statement.) Listing unused value labels may capture this common
mistake. Unfortunately, I can not think of an effective way to obtain the value labels mapping inside my program.Stata Technical Bulletin 9
gr26 Bin smoothing and summary on scatter plots
































































) means that xvar is to be rounded in bins of width # before calculating a summary for values that round to the same




























h is ignored. However,











































































y means that only summaries are to be plotted and that the data for yvar are to be suppressed. This may be useful if the
numerical range (and possibly the units) of the summaries differ markedly from that of yvar or if the dataset is very large.




































































Note especially that a sensible
























































connects medians of yvar calculated for vertical bands of xvar. The medians are plotted as points. You can tune the number of






m is to allow any reasonable summary of yvar to be plotted on a scatter or twoway plot for any reasonable






m produces a scatter plot of yvar against xvar with one or more summaries of yvar for bins of xvar.
The smoothing or summary function
s






















































m are all legitimate, as is any similar user-written function. Note that
p#,







































The term bin smoother appears in the monograph of Hastie and Tibshirani (1990), but the method is much older. Tukey
(1961) introduced the term regressogram to emphasize the similarity to histograms. The idea without such terminology goes
back at least as far as Pearson and Lee (1903).
The results of bin smoothing are smooth only in the weak sense that bin means or medians (say) are less variable than the
data from which they are computed. The results will typically be discontinuous at each bin boundary, and only exceptionally
could the summaries (or their ﬁrst or second derivatives) be continuous across such boundaries. Hence the method is not very
attractive for smoothing if the aim is to show some gently-changing continuous curve as an estimate of the functional dependence10 Stata Technical Bulletin [STB-37]
of yvar upon xvar. Cubic smoothing splines, for example, possess many more desirable properties. Nevertheless, bin smoothing
is very easy to understand and to explain, especially to nonstatisticians or to beginning students, and it has some value as an
exploratory or informal tool in examining bivariate data. For its theoretical role as a nonparametric regression estimator, see
Schlee (1988) and the references there cited. Hastie and Tibshirani (1990) and Scott (1992) include examples of bin smoothing
(regressograms) in recent reviews of various smoothing techniques.


















ﬁles will see that it is easy to take one as a template for programming the calculation of their own favorite summary. For anyone








o is included with this insert that calculates the median absolute deviation from the






























h is 100, bins would start at 100,
200, 300, and so forth (or whatever such bins are needed to include the data).










h of 100 were








s are speciﬁed for the bins, these deﬁne the bin boundaries, together with the maximum value and (if
necessary) the minimum value of xvar. This permits the user to use idiosyncratic bin intervals when so desired.































e command is used to calculate the quantiles, which limits the number of quantiles to 20.
Examples





m might be used:
1. The default is just to show the mean of yvar in bins. Plotting median as well as mean is a useful way of checking for



















x as smoothing function, users can hybridize the scatter plot and the box plot. By using
any desired percentiles (quantiles), they can customize scatter plots to show changes in conditional distribution.








d provides a handle on the amount of heteroscedasticity. In this


















t. Glacial cirques are hollows excavated by glaciers that are open downstream, bounded upstream
by the crest of a steep slope, and arcuate in plan around a more gently sloping ﬂoor. (More informally, they are sometimes
described as “armchair-shaped”.) They are common in mountain areas that have or have had glaciers present.


































































Width across median axis, m











) was used so that each
standard deviation is based on approximately the same number of values.

















































































































































































































log 10 of width in m












m graph is shown in Figure 2. The scatter is much more nearly homoscedastic, and the basic similarity of
bin means and medians reassuring. (On a color monitor, the lines can be distinguished more easily.)
A second example is with data on daily rainfall measured at Changshou, Sichuan, China, for 1957–1987. Rainfall was
recorded on 4439 out of 11322 days. Particular interest attaches to any trends towards higher daily rainfalls, which are most
problematic for erosion or ﬂooding.




































































































































































The resulting graph, shown in Figure 3, suggests approximate stability over time, although four high rainfalls can be











) as the basic plotting style. This means that any empty bins
will be shown with values pertaining to the last bin occupied with lower values of xvar. This probably will not cause great















m creates pseudo-observations with values equal to the bin boundaries, so that each bin can be demarcated
graphically.
Acknowledgments





m. Lu Xixi kindly provided a copy of rainfall data
for Changshou.
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ip17 While loops from the command line
John R. Gleason, Syracuse University, 73241.717@compuserve.com
It is often necessary to perform a series of calculations repeatedly, perhaps capturing results along the way; simple simulations





e loop provides exactly this capability, but it is not
directly available from the command line. So, to build even a very simple loop, a novice must learn the rudiments of Stata
programming, including macro manipulation, and probably also the details of creating and storing text ﬁles where Stata can ﬁnd
















e loops to be built and used interactively, from









e loop, then fetches and executes commands until some condition (the guard) is satisﬁed. The user
need only specify the guard and the commands that form the body of the loop. The command sequence (or, loop body) can











f. In the latter case, the loop
body can be built either by typing on the command line or by recalling previously issued commands. (In windowed versions of
Stata, clicking in the Review window does the trick.) In this way, worthwhile computations can be designed and run by users












to enable undergraduates using StataQuest to explore the bootstrap and other simulation-based methods. (Each of the examples
below runs nicely in StataQuest.)

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































e for samples of size
n


























































(responses from Stata suppressed)
and repeat the last three commands a few times. If you were accustomed to programming in Stata, you might even write a
























































































































p provides a reusable form of the program




















e to be replaced












































































































































































































































(output omitted)14 Stata Technical Bulletin [STB-37]





), with individual commands separated by the
character “




























y, so that output of commands within the loop body is visible.









) function. Stata’s parser will not permit the characters “
(”a n d
“





). Thus, any parentheses in the commands of the loop body are entered
using escape sequences, “
\
[” in place of “
(” and “
\
]” in place of “










































































































































































f creates, replaces, or









































































































































In response to each prompt (
>
.), the user types a command, or a null line to exit. Alternatively, the user can insert recently







































f accepts a series of Stata commands from the command line and stores them, separated by the character “


























































































































) is present, cmdseq is either a sequence of StataStata Technical Bulletin 15
commands separated by “






O”. (Note the capitalization.) In the former case, the character “
(” must be entered as “
\




































































































































e causes each command to be echoed to the Results window before it is executed, and also













) option is present,

























































) options is present.
Example 2








p makes it possible to construct

















e draws a random sample with replacement of a varlist from the current data, adding the resampled variables








e inside a loop body generates a stream of bootstrap samples.





























a,u s i n g
B
= 200 random resamples of the
n




r, create a variable to hold the simulated








































































































































A bootstrap distribution, and bootstrap standard error for























































































































































































































































































































) holds the value of
r and the trick is to deposit that value, on iteration
i,i nt h e









p’s iteration counter is the global macro






































































































































































































































































































































Suppose we wish to ﬁt a logarithmic series distribution to this dataset, i.e., a model in which the probability of exactly
k












































































































is the MLE of








) option provides just that ability.









e command above, we can ﬁnd the MLE
^












































































































































































































































































































































































1 must be deﬁned in advance.Stata Technical Bulletin 17
Remarks
















f, or created directly as in Example
3, the result is saved in a global macro. The command sequence is then limited by the properties of Stata’s macros; see
[R] limits for length restrictions. Also, no command thus entered can contain “
"”, “
{”, or “
{”, because these characters














2. The limitations mentioned in (1) can be circumvented by placing commands in a do-ﬁle. Any number of the commands in
the loop body can be of the form
d
o doﬁlename; the commands in doﬁlename are executed directly, and do not suffer the
effects of Stata’s macros. This does, however, require a bit more sophistication from the user. In addition, the commands in




p’s options are applicable only to the
d










o doﬁlename”, not the individual commands in doﬁlename.




p’s iteration counter is the global macro








I , described in Example 2, occurs only for individual loop body commands, not for commands in a do-ﬁle. But
do-ﬁle commands do not suffer from premature evaluation of macros, and so any do-ﬁle command can refer to the value
of the iteration counter as
$













ps are possible, provided the macros containing the loop bodies do not conﬂict; so, there can be at most one











ps. The iteration counter is always





p handles the details of managing multiple instances of




p saves the number















D may be left behind; this is harmless.



































options can be imposed or removed without editing the loop body.
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ip18 A command for randomly resampling a dataset
John R. Gleason, Syracuse University, 73241.717@compuserve.com

























l, a collection that provides great power and ﬂexibility for designing simulations, but at some cost.
First, to make good use of these commands requires some knowledge of Stata programming. That, combined with an unfamiliar
design (
b
s is different) is enough to intimidate novice users. Second, these commands overwrite the current data with a simulated
dataset, which is not desirable in some problems. Third, the commands in this collection are not presently available in StataQuest,









e, another command for generating random samples with replacement—a less formidable
sampling command in two useful senses: It requires no knowledge of Stata programming, and it uses only very basic features












p (Gleason 1997) were designed for use by undergraduates using





























































































































samples from selected variables, and inserts the resample in the current data as a set of new variables named (by default) to



















e, it can sample from




n clauses; observations not selected








e aims at simplicity and ease of use. The current data need not be sorted in any particular way, and the current








e exits. The naming and labeling of variables in the resample is automatic, as is the
























data unchanged, except that a random resample has just been added to the current data (or has just replaced an earlier resample).









































e, about how to name the variables for the resample, and
other similar matters.
Example 1



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Imagine that we wish to simulate (yet again!) the bootstrap distribution of this well-studied correlation. This is, of course, a
















e command to the resample, some largish number






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a. Correlating the resampled variables is as simple as using Prevline (PgUp in Windows) a time or two, and appending




















) holds the value of


































a —a few more uses of Prevline.

















e sequence must be performed many times. For that, we














e loops—otherwise available only in programs—from the command line. To illustrate,
here is a complete bootstrap simulation of



































































































































































































r commands 600 times, saving
r from the













bootstrap estimate of the standard error of

















































































































































































































a that are independent of each other. This would permit a bootstrap test of the
hypothesis that
￿
= 0; Example 2 provides a more interesting example of such a test.
Example 2









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The observations are 42 species of mammals, a subset of the data originally published by Allison and Cicchetti (1976) as part


















l as our response variable (
y), and that we wish to select a linear regression model using forward stepwise
regression, choosing among
k




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The selected model has
k
0




















































= 0 in the same null case. But these results are for a
single, ﬁxed





￿ would be likely
given stepwise selection applied to real data where
y is quite unrelated to the
k
X’s?
A bootstrap test can answer such questions; the approach here follows Efron and Tibshirani (1993, Chapter 16). Suppose












l rather than its parent in the regression,
leaving the values of the carriers (
X) unperturbed. Let
T





￿) from the stepwise






l on the 8
X’s, and
T



















i from each of
B resamples creates a bootstrap sampling distribution for
T under the null
hypothesis that the distribution of
y is not a function of the
X’s. The bootstrap














B. (Note: this is the familiar conditional model for inference in regression, where the
X’s are held ﬁxed
and the response
y is sampled at those ﬁxed values.)








e and one to the stepwise





p manages the details of repeating those steps
B times. We illustrate
the test with
B
= 100 replications, and two versions of

































































































































































































































































































l, use that resample as









2. Then, the same resample serves as






from that regression is saved in the
ith observation on variable
R
2.














































































































































reveals that the largest simulated value of
R
2




= 0.64. So the model picked by stepwise















￿ does display the expected upward bias from stepwise selection, having mean near 0.07, but a closer examination
















shows that stepwise selection has about a 1/3 chance of choosing the correct model, i.e., of choosing
k
0






= 0. But in the remaining 2/3 of the cases,
R
2




model; recall that variable
R









































































































































































































































































































































































































t,w h e r e




from the model with all 8 of the



















Adjusted R-squared without variable selection














Adjusted R-squared after stepwise selection
















e imposes some discipline, in the name of simplicity. First, there must be enough memory to store a copy of





clauses. Typically that’s as you would want it, but there’s no alternative.








e follows: (a) Name the resample of
the
ith varlist variable with the
ith word of namelist, if present; (b) Else, append an underscore to the
ith varlist name or,
if
ith name has eight characters, change the eighth character to an underscore. (c) If the result at step (b) is the same as22 Stata Technical Bulletin [STB-37]
the
ith varlist name, change the resampled variable name to upper case; if the result is still the
ith varlist name, change
the resampled variable name to lowercase.








e overwrites any existing variable so named with a resampled variable, and with no warning.








e to mistakenly overwrite
variables that are not previous resamples of its own creation. However, some unusual habits in variable naming are required























l to resample all









- Z where A and Z are the ﬁrst and last varlist
variables in the current ordering.
5. Missing values in the varlist variables are resampled, exactly as though they were not missing. But care should be taken











s B creates the necessary space, but it is then














6. The data need not be sorted in any special way, e.g., the




n clauses can be scattered








e will be faster if the data are sorted so that, as in Examples 1 and 2, the
selected observations are the ﬁrst
















e; its main virtue is that it permits resampling of selected observations
and/or variables without otherwise altering the current data.
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smv7 Inference on principal components







r computes a principal components analysis (or, in linear algebra terms, a spectral decomposition)
of a covariance or correlation matrix. Like all statistical software that I am familiar with, Stata does not compute standard errors
of the principal components, or the percentage of variance explained. The required statistical theory has been available for quite
a while now. Anderson (1963) and James (1964) considered the eigenvectors (“principal components”) and eigenvalues of a
Wishart distribution, i.e., the distribution of the sample covariance matrix







observations. They showed that sample eigenvectors/values are consistent and are asymptotically normally distributed with an
asymptotic variance matrix that can be expressed in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
￿, and hence can be consistently
estimated in terms of the spectral decomposition of
S (actually, we have to impose the condition that all eigenvalues are distinct;
otherwise eigenvalues are not continuous functions of a matrix, and so sample eigenvectors are inconsistent estimates of the
“true” eigenvector.) Moreover, the eigenvectors and eigenvalues are asymptotically independent. Various authors have shown,
however, that these asymptotic results are not very robust for violations of the normality assumption. Tyler (1981) generalizes
James’s results to general elliptic distributions.
Note that Stata does not compute the “correct” asymptotic standard errors for other multivariate models as well. For instance,
while Anderson (1963) discusses asymptotic unconditional standard errors for canonical correlations and canonical loadings, Stata
computes standard errors that are conditional on the “other” loadings without indication why the standard results were not used.




computes the asymptotic VCE of the
k largest eigenvalues and the associated eigenvectors for multivariate normally distributed
observations. While the implementation allows standardization (i.e., computation of results on the correlation matrix, rather than
the covariance matrix), standard errors are not adapted. Due to sensitivity to normality, the asymptotic results should be interpret













































) speciﬁes the number of factors (components) to be extracted.
s
t
d speciﬁes that the pca analysis should be performed on the correlation matrix rather than on the covariance matrix. The
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ssa9 Cox proportional hazards model with the exact calculation for ties
William Gould, Stata Corporation, wgould@stata.com






















x, on the other
hand, uses the Peto–Breslow approximation (Peto 1972, Breslow 1974).
That is, each term in the CPH likelihood corresponds to a failure time. Consider a time at which there is one failure. The
conditional probability of the particular unit
































i is the set of those at risk of failure at the time of the
ith failure (which, of course, includes
i itself). If each of the








































































































































































2 along with all the












2 refers to the risk pool
with
i
2 removed. Calculating each of the four probabilities is a straight forward application of the one-failure formula above.















































































1 fails, the pool
R





1 and similarly, in











2. The Peto–Breslow approximation simply
fails to remove from the risk pools the failures that have already occurred. If the number of tied failures
d
i relative to the size
of the risk pool
n












i is large. When
d
i






























































































































































r speciﬁes that coefﬁcients rather than exponentiated coefﬁcients are to be displayed or, said differently, coefﬁcients rather




r m a yb es p e c i ﬁ e da t














) speciﬁes up to 5 strata variables. Observations with equal values of the variables are assumed to be in




















e from displaying the identities of the key st variables above its output.
Examples































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Variable H.R. S.E. H.R. S.E.
age 1.11 .04 1.13 .04
dr2 .18 .09 .16 .08
dr3 .05 .03 .04 .03
Methods and formulas
For a discussion of the Peto–Breslow approximation and the exact calculation, see Kalbﬂeisch and Prentice (1980, 72–75).
The conditional logistic regression likelihood function and the CPH likelihood functions are really the same. The difference
is that in conditional logistic regression the user speciﬁes the risk pools explicitly whereas in the CPH model the risk pools are




















t to estimate results.
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ssa9.1 Survival analysis subroutine for programmers
William Gould, Stata Corporation, wgould@stata.com














































































) speciﬁes that separate pools are to be formed for the strata denoted by varnames. varnames may be string










e speciﬁes the original data is not to be preserved prior to transformation. Note, this preservation does not refer to










e is not speciﬁed, the data is temporarily saved so, should anything go wrong
during the transformation such as running out of memory, the original data can be brought back. If the transformation
completes without problem, the preserved copy of the original data is erased.





























































































































































































= 1 signiﬁes the risk pool at the time of the ﬁrst failure in the data. At that time, there were three “persons” who





= 1 for that observation and






= 2 signiﬁes the risk pool at the time of the second failure. At that time, there were two persons who might have
failed, ids 102 and 103. Id 102 did fail.
Risk pools are formed on the basis of failure times, not the failures themselves. If there are multiple failures at a certain
























































































































































































































































































































































Note that there are two failures in the third risk pool (which corresponds to the failure time 8).












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Cox proportional hazard models is the same as the conditional logistic model where the groups are the risk pools.


































































e uses this method to estimate Cox models, see Gould (1977).
Warnings
Expanding the data to contain the risk pools is convenient for some calculations, but be warned that the resulting dataset
may contain a large number of observations because of the replication. A dataset that contained 1,000 observations, each of
which failed at times 1, 2, 3,
:
:








= 500,500 observations after conversion to risk
pools.
If, however, there were only ten discrete times at which failures could occur, then the resulting expanded data could not

































l, you must create a failure
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